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Abstract

The comparative method depends crucially on the phylogenetic tree of the languages under

comparison, but in many linguistic families, including Indo-European, the true tree is unknown. To

circumvent this issue, frequency heuristics have been devised to enable comparative reconstruction

over consensus trees. These heuristics come in different forms, but they are all based on the same

methodological principle: if the number of homologous elements (e.g., lexical cognates) in the

daughter languages meets a minimum threshold (canonically three), their ancestor is reconstructed

to the root of the tree. In this paper, I demonstrate that frequency heuristics are not only unreliable

but fundamentally misguided. As an alternative, I present a Bayesian method for inferring ancestral

states that accounts for phylogenetic uncertainty by estimating the probability of a character state

over a set of resolved phylogenetic trees.

1 Introduction

Inferences about Proto-Indo-European are drawn primarily on the basis of the comparative method

(Hale 2015, Weiss 2015). It is well known that this method depends crucially on the phylogeny of the

languages under comparison (e.g., Hale 2007:225, Olander 2018). Several aspects of the phylogenetic tree

of Indo-European are poorly understood, however. Research over the past few decades has elucidated

the position of Anatolian, but the order in which other early clades formed remains elusive (Garrett

1999:147, Widmer 2018:374). As a result, Indo-Europeanists commonly subscribe to the topology in Figure

1 (Olander 2018:184, with references to earlier literature), according to which Anatolian and Proto-Nuclear-

Indo-European are sisters and the remainder of the tree is unresolved. Some scholars contend that the

Tocharian clade was the second to form (e.g., Ringe 2017:6, Weiss 2018), but this view has yet to become

the consensus (Malzahn 2017).

*It is with the deepest appreciation that I offer this contribution to Mark. There are few scholars who have moulded

my approach to syntax, language change, and linguistic theory as much as he has. His work ushered in a new era in the

investigation of archaic Indo-European syntax and paved the way for my own research. I remain indebted to him for years

of scholarly guidance and fruitful intellectual debate. I also want to take this opportunity to thank Hans Hock, Stephanie

Jamison, Thomas Jügel, Martin Kümmel, Benjamin Slade, and Michael Weiss for answering a variety of questions. Fault for all

remaining shortcomings lies solely with me.
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Figure 1: Nuclear Indo-European star phylogeny

The unresolved sub-tree in Figure 1, Nuclear Indo-European, is ambiguous. It can denote the more or less

simultaneous diversification of Indo-European, a scenario that biologists refer to as a hard polytomy

(Baum et al. 2013:58). Alternatively, it can represent uncertainty. According to this interpretation, the

unresolved sub-tree represents all the possible topologies that could exist under the Nuclear Indo-

European node (cf. Hale 2007:242). Biologists use the term soft polytomy to describe unresolved trees

of this sort (Baum et al. 2013:58–59). Few if any scholars believe that the formation of the Nuclear

Indo-European clades began more or less simultaneously, so the star phylogeny in Figure 1 is standardly

interpreted as a consensus tree.

If the comparative method depends on the phylogeny and the true tree is unknown, the question arises

as to whether linguistic reconstruction is possible at all. In response to this challenge, Indo-Europeanists

have devised frequency heuristics to draw inferences about Proto-Indo-European on the basis of

consensus trees such as that in Figure 1. Although these heuristics vary in their details, they are all based

on the same methodological principle: if the number of homologous elements (e.g., lexical cognates) in

the daughter languages reaches some minimum threshold their ancestor is reconstructed to Proto-Indo-

European.

In this paper, I show that frequency heuristics are not only unreliable, but fundamentally misguided.

These heuristics are designed to liberate the comparative method from its dependence on tree topology

by licensing reconstruction over consensus trees, but the comparative method simply cannot be divorced

from phylogenetics (cf. Paradis 2014:4). As an alternative, I present a Bayesian method developed within
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evolutionary biology that estimates the probabilities of linguistic states at interior nodes over a set of fully

resolved trees. This method thus confronts phylogenetic uncertainty directly, in contrast to frequency

heuristics, which circumvent tree topology altogether.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 critically evaluates two frequency heuristics

commonly used for linguistic reconstruction. Section 3 presents a Bayesian method that estimates the

probability of ancestral states given uncertainty in the phylogeny. I illustrate this method with two case

studies: the prehistory of the conjunction */⸗kwe/ and the augment. Section 4 brings the paper to a close

with brief concluding remarks.

2 Frequency heuristics

In this section, I introduce and evaluate two frequency heuristics, the lower-bound heuristic and the

majority-rule heuristic. These heuristics are sometimes coupled with the Anatolian criterion, which is

also discussed. To avoid the extraneous complications that often accompany real data, I rely primarily on

schematic examples.

2.1 The lower-bound heuristic

The lower-bound heuristic dictates a minimum number of cognates—canonically three—that must be

attested for their common ancestor to be assigned to Proto-Indo-European. Gaitzsch et al. (2017:86) write

that “An item is considered to be of Proto-Indo-European provenience if it has descendants in at least

three derivative languages with nearly the same meaning.” Zimmer (2017:78) likewise subscribes to the

three-language heuristic, but also introduces considerations of geography and borrowing:

A venerable rule of thumb, reasonably valued in IE studies at all times, holds that a word may

only be ascribed to the common mother tongue if it is attested in at least three languages,

preferably in non-contiguous ones, and if no suspicion of loan relations may be raised.

The venerable status of this rule of thumb may be due to its presence in Meillet’s Introduction (Meillet

1937:380): “La coïncidence de trois langues non contiguës suffit donc pratiquement à garantir le caractère

«indo-européen» d’un mot, au sens indiqué ci-dessus.” Despite the pedigree of the lower-bound heuristic,

it suffers from at least three critical faults.

First, the lower-bound heuristic as presented in the quotations above can only assign the ancestor of

homologous elements to the root of a tree and ignores the possibility that their shared ancestor arose only

later. For example, in the unresolved tree in the left panel of Figure 2, the three circles share a common

ancestor that the lower-bound heuristic assigns to the root of the unresolved tree. If we interpret the

unresolved tree as a consensus tree, one of the trees it represents is in the right panel. Given this topology

and distribution of circles, their common ancestor would be assigned to a much later interior node.

Without knowing how probable the resolved tree is, there is no reason to trust the reconstruction from

the consensus tree in the left panel. This simple example reveals that the lower-bound heuristic can

overestimate the antiquity of ancestral forms—a problem that is intrinsic to the method, since frequency

heuristics ignore topology by design.

When there are multiple cognate sets with at least three members, the lower-bound heuristic demands

that the ancestor of each be reconstructed to the root. In Figure 3, for instance, both the circle and the
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Tree #1 Tree #2

Figure 2: Reconstruction with an unresolved and a resolved tree

triangle meet the lower-bound threshold, so the ancestor of each would be assigned to the root. But it is

entirely possible that only one of the character states was present at the root and that the other was a later

innovation. In fact, both character states could be later innovations. The lower-bound heuristic cannot

countenance either of these possibilities, however, and again is liable to overestimate the antiquity of

ancestral forms.

Figure 3: Competing cognate sets

Second, the lower-bound heuristic assumes that unique states are not archaisms. In figure 4, none of

the shapes at the tips of the tree are cognate. According to the lower-bound heuristic, these must all be

innovations, since no shape meets the critical threshold for being reconstructed to the root. But it is of

course entirely possible that the ancestor of one (or more) of the shapes actually did exist at the root.

Again the lower-bound heuristic fails to countenance the full range of empirical possibilities.

Figure 4: Unique states

Finally, the lower-bound heuristic is unmotivated. Why is three the magic number? Neither Gaitzsch

et al. (2017:86) nor Zimmer (2017:78) offers any motivation as to why this particular number should be the
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lower bound. I presume that three attained its venerable status on the basis of some sort of probabilistic

reasoning, but to the best of my knowledge it has never been divulged.

2.2 Themajority-rule heuristic

In contrast to the lower-bound heuristic, which relies on an absolute lower bound, the majority-rule

heuristic is relative: if a homologous linguistic element is attested in the majority of the languages being

compared, it has the greatest claim to being the ancestral state at the root of the tree (e.g., Fox 1995:84).

Prima facie this heuristic seems more reliable than the lower-bound heuristic, since in larger datasets it

imposes a higher threshold for reconstruction to the root.

The underpinning of the majority-rule heuristic is the maximum parsimony optimality criterion: linguistic

reconstructions requiring fewer changes to account for the observable data are superior. If a linguistic

element is attested in a majority of the tips of a star phylogeny, assigning that element to the root of

the tree will always be the most parsimonious reconstruction. Consider the unresolved tree in Figure 5,

which has five circles and two triangles at the tips. Since circles preponderate, the majority-rule heuristic

assigns a circle to the root of the tree.

Figure 5: The majority-rule heuristic with an unresolved tree

There are 10,395 possible fully resolved rooted trees for seven languages. Here I focus on the two presented

in Figure 6, which are annotated with the most parsimonious ancestral state assignments on their interior

nodes. In tree one, the triangle languages form first. In tree two, they form last. One change has taken

place on each tree: from triangle to circle on tree one and from circle to triangle on tree two. The state of

the root in tree two (circle) agrees with the root state of the unresolved tree in Figure 5, but the state of

the root (triangle) in tree one does not.

The two trees in Figure 6 illustrate why the majority-rule heuristic is otiose. If we happen to know that one

of these trees is the true tree, the majority-rule heuristic is of no use, since ancestral states will be inferred

on the basis of an optimality criterion (e.g., posit as few changes as possible). If we do not know the true

tree, the majority-rule heuristic is of no help, since the reconstruction of a triangle or a circle depends on

which of the two trees in Figure 6 is more probable. In other words, what matters for reconstruction are

the phylogeny and the optimality criterion. This is true not only for the majority-rule heuristic, but also

for the lower-bound heuristic.

Our honorand comes to a similar conclusion in his own discussion of the majority-rule heuristic:

If...a “flat” descent model is a “shorthand” for a set of equally possible subgroupings, then
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Tree #1 Tree #2

Figure 6: Two resolved topologies with maximum-parsimony reconstructions

clearly the number of terminal daughters which show a given feature cannot be relevant to

the issue of what should be reconstructed for the protolanguage. (Hale 2007:242)

While I certainly agree with Hale’s conclusion concerning the majority-rule heuristic, the number of tips

that attest a given feature can be relevant to reconstruction. In likelihood-based approaches, for instance,

certain character-transition models incorporate the frequency of character states at the tips, which plays

a role in estimating the probability of character states at interior nodes (Baum et al. 2013:225–231 provide

an accessible discussion of such models).

2.3 The Anatolian criterion

Since Anatolian is now widely agreed to have been the first clade to form, some scholars have argued

that Proto-Indo-European ancestry can only be established for cognate sets that include an Anatolian

language. Although this criterion is not accepted by everyone, its introduction of a topological constraint

is certainly a step in the right direction. The problem is what one is supposed to reconstruct when

homologous traits are found exclusively in Anatolian or exclusively in Nuclear Indo-European. Olander

(2018:193–194) mentions the case of */kwékwlo-/ ‘wheel’, descendants of which are attested in several

branches of Nuclear Indo-European, but not in Anatolian. On account of this absence, some question

whether */kwékwlo-/ existed as early as Proto-Indo-European and suggest that it arose only after the

formation of Anatolian (e.g., Anthony 2007:63–76). There are a number of examples of this type (e.g.,

the feminine, the dual), which of course have provided the grist for the Schwundhypothese debate (see,

e.g., Melchert 2018). The Anatolian criterion seems to suggest that homologous traits attested only in

Anatolian or only in Nuclear Indo-European should not be reconstructed to Proto-Indo-European. Such

a view is clearly unviable, because even in such scenarios it is possible for the ancestor of such traits to

have been present in Proto-Indo-European.

2.4 The deeper problem

Intrinsic to the frequency heuristics discussed above is the assumption that reliable linguistic recon-

struction via the comparative method is possible with consensus trees. This assumption is untenable.

Given that consensus trees represent a range of possible topologies and that the differences among these
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topologies can have a crucial impact on the inferences that we draw about ancestral states it is pointless

to use them for reconstruction. For all of the uncertainty surrounding the phylogeny of Indo-European,

one thing we know for sure is that the consensus sub-tree in Figure 1 is not the true tree, since consensus

trees are necessarily incorrect (Yang 2014:129). Why should we expect to draw true inferences from false

trees?

3 Reconstruction in the face of phylogenetic uncertainty

We now face a conundrum. The true Indo-European tree is unknown, but reconstruction over consensus

trees with frequency heuristics is unviable. How then are we supposed to go about reconstruction?

Olander (2018) has recently answered this question by reconstructing aspects of Proto-Indo-European

and other early interior nodes on the basis of a specific phylogenetic tree (cf. Adams et al. 1997:555, Ringe

1998, Winter 1998, and Gąsiorowski 1999). His approach is certainly a welcome development, but the

accuracy of his inferences depend on the accuracy of the tree that he assumes. In this section, I introduce

Bayesian ancestral state estimation, which offers a method for carrying out linguistic reconstruction in

the face of phylogenetic uncertainty.1 This method is illustrated with two case studies in sections 3.1 (the

prehistory of the conjunction */⸗kwe/) and 3.2 (the prehistory of the augment).

Bayesian ancestral state estimation was originally developed within evolutionary biology (e.g., Pagel

et al. 2004). At the heart of this method is Bayes’ Theorem,2 which is used to calculate the probability of

unattested linguistic states on the basis of the observable data, a set of phylogenetic trees, and a model

of linguistic change. This value is referred to as the posterior probability. The analyses below take

phylogenetic uncertainty into account by estimating the posterior probability of ancestral states over a

random sample of one hundred phylogenetic trees generated from the A3 dataset and model of Chang

et al. (2015a).3 This dataset contains ninety-four Indo-European languages, of which seventy-eight are

contemporary and sixteen are ancient. The tree sample is plotted in Figure 7, which reveals variation in

topology, branch length, and root age. The maximum a posteriori (MAP) tree from the A3 dataset and

model is presented in Figure 8, which is also used to display the results of the case studies in Figures 9

and 10 below.

Linguistic change in Bayesian phylogenetics is standardly modeled as a continuous-time Markov chain

(CTMC).4 CTMCs model language change as a stochastic phenomenon with rate parameters that govern

the amount of time between transition events. It is worth highlighting the assumptions that these models

bring with them. First, character states at the nodes of a tree are assumed to depend only on the state

of their immediate ancestors and the length of the branch along which they evolved (Cathcart 2018:4).

Second, the probability of a transition depends only on the current state of a language. Its previous

history is irrelevant. This is known as the markov property. Finally, rates of gain and loss are assumed

not to vary across the tree.

1The description of Bayesian inference in this section has been simplified to keep the discussion as accessible and brief as

possible. I have accordingly omitted any discussion of prior probability distributions. For more detail on Bayesian ancestral

state information, see Pagel et al. 2004 and Ronquist 2004.
2For accessible introductions to Bayes’ Theorem, see McGrayne 2012 and Stone 2013.
3This is configuration file a1-c2-d0-g2-l2-s1-t1-z3, the BEAST .xml file for which is available in Chang et al. 2015b.

To run the .xml file, one needs the customized version of BEAST available from https://github.com/whdc/ieo-beast.

See Chang et al. 2015b:6 for further details.
4Cathcart (2018) provides an introduction to the linguistic use of CTMCs.
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In most real-world applications of Bayes’ Theorem, it is not possible to calculate the posterior probability

analytically. The standard practice is instead to use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to sample from

the posterior distribution. In the analyses presented below, six independent MCMC chains were run for

one hundred thousand generations each, with samples being taken every one hundredth generation.5

The first twenty-five percent of these samples were then discarded as burn-in for the calculation of the

posterior probabilities of ancestral states. Visual inspection confirmed convergence of the six chains.

Although Bayesian ancestral state estimation is not yet common in historical linguistics,6 these methods

offer a number of important advantages. For one, the posterior probabilities of ancestral states need not

be based on any specific tree. So linguistic reconstruction can be carried out even when the true tree

is unknown. Furthermore, these methods provide a way to quantify the uncertainty of ancestral state

inferences. Given that linguistic reconstruction is fundamentally a probabilistic endeavor, measures of

uncertainty are absolutely essential. Despite these advantages, Bayesian methods are not a replacement

for traditional methods. Indeed, there are things that these methods cannot (or at least cannot yet)

achieve. Fine-grained segmental and prosodic reconstruction is not a possibility, for instance.

5The analyses in sections 3.1 and 3.2 were performed with RevBayes version 1.0.13 (Höhna et al. 2016).
6For recent examples, see Haynie et al. 2016, Dunn et al. 2017, Cathcart, Carling, et al. 2018, and Cathcart, Hölzl, et al. 2020.
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Figure 7: One hundred phylogenetic trees from the A3 dataset and model of Chang et al. 2015
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Figure 8: The maximum a posteriori tree for the A3 model and dataset of Chang et al. (2015a)
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3.1 The prehistory of the conjunction */⸗kwe/

My first case study investigates the prehistory of */⸗kwe/ ‘and’, from which a number of conjunction

exponents in the earliest archaic Indo-European languages descend:

(1) Descendants of */⸗kwe/ ‘and’

a. Hittite (Watkins 1985:495–496)

[n⸗aš] ēšzi⸗pát natta⸗kuw[⸗aš⸗apa ar]āi.

‘She remains seated and she does not get up.’

KBo 19.163 ii.33′–34′ (NH)

b. Vedic

devásya mártyasya⸗ca

‘of the divine and mortal’

RV 2.7.2b

c. Mycenaean Greek (DMG2:345–346, Miller 2014:299–301)

ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no / e-re-pa-te-jo / a-to-ro-qo i-qo-qe po-ru-po-de-qe po-ni-ke-qe

‘Footstool inlaid with an ivory man and a horse and an octopus and a palm-tree’

PY Ta 722.1

d. Latin

de domino bono colono bono⸗que aedificatore melius emetur.

‘It is better to buy (a farm) from a good farmer and a good builder.’

Cato Agr. 1.4

Beyond these four languages, */⸗kwe/ is also continued in Avestan, Oscan, and Celtiberian, among other

languages (see, e.g., the collection of evidence in Dunkel 2014:690–692). Given this robust presence among

the early daughter languages, a conjunction */⸗kwe/ is standardly reconstructed to Proto-Indo-European

(e.g., Mallory et al. 2006:62, 421–422, Fortson 2010:149, Goldstein 2019).7

Table 1 presents the languages in my dataset that possess a conjunction descending from */⸗kwe/. To

carry out ancestral state estimation, a single binary variable registering the presence or absence of a

conjunction descending from */⸗kwe/ was used. The languages in Table 1 were all assigned a value of one;

all other languages in my sample were assigned a value of zero.

7Descendants of */⸗kwe/ are of course not exclusively conjunctions. Consideration of the full profile of PIE */⸗kwe/ lies

beyond the scope of the present discussion, however. For a useful collection of data, see Dunkel 2014:442–446, 689–786.
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clade language conjunction reference

Anatolian Hittite ⸗(k)ku HED:204–205, EDHIL:483–484

Celtic Old Irish -ch Thurneysen 1921:299

Italic Latin ⸗que LEW:401–402, DELL:555

Indic Vedic ⸗ca KEWA:365

Indic Singhalese ⸗t/⸗d CDIAL:246, Slade 2011:158 n. 11, Masica 1991:398

Iranian Avestan ⸗čā Rastorgueva et al. 2003:195

Greek Greek ⸗τε EDG:1457

Germanic Gothic ⸗h Lehmann 1986:374

Table 1: Conjunctions that descend from */⸗kwe/

The results of my analysis are presented in Figure 9. The circles at the tips of the tree are either solidly black

(which denotes the absence of a conjunction descending from */⸗kwe/) or solidly gray (which denotes

the presence of such a conjunction) because these states can be observed and are therefore known with

certainty. The interior nodes of the tree are annotated with pie graphs displaying the posterior probability

of */⸗kwe/. The posterior probability of the conjunction at the root of the tree and along its spine is above

ninety-five percent. It is only within the later histories of the major clades that the absence of */⸗kwe/

begins to predominate. In short, we can be confident that */⸗kwe/ existed in Proto-Indo-European. The

results of my analysis thus agree with the traditional reconstruction.
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Figure 9: Posterior probabilities of the conjunction */⸗kwe/ and its descendants in Indo-European
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3.2 The prehistory of the augment

My second case study takes up a far more uncertain case of reconstruction, that of the augment. Among

the archaic Indo-European languages, the augment is attested in the following languages:8

(2) The archaic augment languages

a. Sanskrit

a-dāt

aug-give.3sg.impf.act.ind

‘He has given, he gave’

b. Avestan

a-mǝ̄hmaidī

aug-think.1pl.aor.med.ind

‘We have thought’

c. Old Persian

a-bara

aug-bear.3sg.impf.act.ind

‘He bore, carried’

d. Greek

ἔ-δωκε(ν)

aug-give.3sg.aor.act.ind

‘He gave’

e. Phrygian

e-daes

aug-set.up.3sg.aor.act.ind

‘He set up’

f. Classical Armenian

e-tes

aug-see.3sg.aor.act.ind

‘He saw’

The distribution of the augment is not uniform among these languages. Within Greek, it appears at most

twice in Mycenaean (PY Fr 1184.1 and PY An 724). In Homer, its appearance with finite past indicative

verbs varies, but the conditioning factors have yet to be worked out (e.g., Mumm 2004, Bakker 2005, Willi

2018:358–392). By the time of classical Greek, the augment is obligatory with such verb forms. In Classical

Armenian, the augment is preserved in aorist forms that would have been monosyllabic without it (e.g.,

Klein 2007:1074). In Vedic, the appearance of the augment varies, but in Classical Sanskrit it has become

obligatory. In Avestan, the augment is rare, but in Old Persian it is obligatory (Skjærvø 2007:865–866). The

augment in Indo-Iranian is remarkable for being prefixed to the future stem in the Sanskrit conditional

(Cardona 2007:789–790) and to optative verb forms in Old Persian and Young Avestan (Skjærvø 2009:87,

90, 213). Such patterns are not found, for instance, in Greek. In later Indic, the augment survives in Pali

and evidently in the modern languages Khawar and Kalasha (Masica 1991:289). In later Iranian, it survives

in Middle Persian, Chorasmian, Sogdian, Tumshuqese, and modern Yaghnobi (Skjaervø 2006:22). It is

also present in Modern Greek.

A number of scholars argue for the PIE antiquity of the augment (e.g., Brugmann 1916:13, Hoffmann

1970:530, Rix [1976] 1992:§246, Meiser 2002:§34.7, Mallory et al. 2006:65, Tichy 2009:54, 125–126, Meier-

Brügger 2010:315, Beekes 2011:252), but it is probably the case that more consider it a post-PIE innovation

(e.g., Meillet 1908:97–101, Porzig 1954:87, Lehmann 1993:244, Sihler 1995:484–485, Szemerényi 1996:297,

Bartolotta 2009:511, Fortson 2010:§5.44, Hajnal 2009, Drinka 2013:385, Zahn 2014:119, Bartolotta 2017,

Matasović 2017:22, Ringe 2017:30, Lundquist et al. 2018:2141). Weiss (2011:384 n. 28) deems the evidence

too uncertain to allow for a conclusion either way. Scholars who favor a post-PIE innovation rarely identify

8The meanings of augmented forms in Homeric Greek and Vedic Sanskrit have been the source of dispute. The glosses in

example (2) are provided only to give the reader a basic sense of the meaning of the verbal forms and should not be interpreted

as an attempt to weigh in on any of the debates.
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the point at which the augment emerged. Zahn (2014:119) is exceptional in this regard: he maintains that

the augment is an innovation of Greco-Indo-Iranian.

The reconstruction of the augment raises a number of issues. Tense, aspect, and mood are predominantly

realized by suffixation in archaic Indo-European, so the augment stands out for being a prefix. This

development is presumably unusual enough that the augment was either inherited from PIE or emerged

once. If it only arose once, it could have developed in the immediate common ancestor of all the

languages that possessed the augment, i.e., the first node containing Greek, Phrygian, Armenian, and

Indo-Iranian. The problem is that it is anything but clear that these languages formed a clade. An

additional complication is the possibility that the augment once existed in more clades than those for

which we currently have evidence. Indeed, attempts have been made to ferret out traces of the augment in

Hittite, Tocharian, Germanic, Baltic, Slavic, Italic, Celtic, and Albanian (see Szemerényi 1996:297, Olander

2018:190, Willi 2018:357 n. 1), but they have met with little to no acceptance. Alternatively, the augment

could have arisen once and then spread to neighboring languages. Porzig (1954:87) and Drinka (2013:385,

401) propose accounts of this type.

Reconstructing the augment to Proto-Indo-European circumvents the problems that arise under an

innovation analysis, but such a move runs into other issues, the most obvious of which is the suspicious

pattern of survival. Greek, Phrygian, Armenian, and Indo-Iranian not only form a geographic band, but

also share a number of linguistic characteristics (e.g., Euler 1979, Clackson 1994). One might reasonably

expect the survival of the augment to be more evenly distributed among the major clades. The second

problem is that under an inheritance analysis it is difficult to account for the variable appearance of the

augment in Mycenaean, Homeric Greek, Vedic, and Avestan. One would have to assume that the situation

in PIE was similar to what we find in these languages (so Brugmann 1916:13, Meier-Brügger 2010:315), but

such an analysis is difficult to implement given that the distribution of the augment in these languages

seems to differ. Positing a non-obligatory augment (whatever exactly that would mean) in PIE makes

it easier to account for its loss in most of the family, but it would be puzzling that it suddenly becomes

obligatory in classical Greek and Sanskrit after what would have been millennia of non-obligatory behavior.

A third issue is the absence of relics. If the augment were inherited from PIE, one could reasonably expect

to find lexicalized relics of augmented forms in languages that have otherwise abandoned the morpheme.

As noted above, a number of scholars have claimed to have discovered such relics, but their proposals

have not met with widespread acceptance.

These are just the issues pertaining to reconstruction. There is of course an array of questions concerning

morphosyntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Space constraints forbid a proper treatment of these questions,

so I will limit myself to highlighting a critical aspect of the augment that has yet to be sufficiently

investigated, namely what morphosyntactic property (or perhaps properties) it realizes.9 Given its

appearance among finite past indicative verbal forms in classical Greek, for instance, it is plausible that

the augment realized the feature [past], at least in this language, but this remains to be demonstrated.

To carry out ancestral state estimation, the augment was represented as a binary variable with values

for presence and absence. The following augment languages are present in my dataset: Classical and

Modern Greek, Classical Armenian, Vedic Sanskrit, Avestan, and Sogdian. These languages were assigned

9Willi (2018) has recently argued that the augment developed from the reduplicated syllable of the reduplicated aorist,

which realized the value [perfective]. At a minimum, this account is incomplete because it offers no analysis of the inflectional

morphology of reduplicated aorists beyond the reduplicant. One is left to wonder, for instance, what morphosyntactic

properties the stem itself realized.
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to state one; the remaining languages in my sample were assigned to state zero. This representation of

the data brings with it two drawbacks. First, in certain languages (e.g., Vedic Sanskrit and Avestan), the

distribution of the augment is not categorical (i.e., it is not prefixed to every past-referring finite indicative

verb form). Second, not all of the languages in which the augment is attested are in my dataset.

The posterior probabilities in Figure 10 support the view that the augment is a post-PIE innovation,

but the posterior probability of the absence of the augment at the root is only fifty-six percent.10 In

other words, we cannot discount the possibility of the augment in Proto-Indo-European. The prehistory

of the augment drives home the point that uncertainty in the topology can make for uncertainty in

reconstruction. If the evidence for a clade containing only and all the augment languages were robust,

the augment would straightforwardly be deemed an innovation of that node. The posterior probabilities

in Figure 10 make it clear that our understanding of the verbal morphology of Proto-Indo-European and

Proto-Nuclear-Indo-European is still very much an open question.

4 Conclusion

The use of consensus trees and their associated frequency heuristics for linguistic reconstruction should

be abandoned, since the comparative method only makes sense in the light of phylogenetics. It remains

to be seen how much of Proto-Indo-European rests on inferences from frequency heuristics and how

much will consequently have to be revised. To infer unattested linguistic states in the face of phyloge-

netic uncertainty, I presented a Bayesian method developed in evolutionary biology. The results of my

experiments accord with the communis opinio of the prehistory of the conjunction */⸗kwe/ and support

the view that the augment is a post-PIE innovation, although there is more uncertainty here. If nothing

else, these results make it clear that Bayesian methods provide a powerful and exciting addition to the

Indo-Europeanist’s toolkit.

The data and code used for this paper are archived at 10.5281/zenodo.4302668.

10I should add that there are other transition models that one could explore, some of which may offer different results. I

plan to take up the question of model comparison on another occasion.
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